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A tribute to Warmaster

THE GAMES RULES
Basic Space Crusade

INTRODUCTION
Basic Space Crusade is a two player wargame that recreates the
Inquisitor Regulus attack on the main hive-ship at the end of the
battle for Pressac. At the start of the game the Imperial player
has no idea where the ærterias are located and must search the
hive-ship to find them as quickly as possible. Many hidden
perils confront the Imperial attackers, who must battle their
way past traps and through ambushes as they search for their
objectives. The Inquisitor does not have a moment to waste, for
the longer the game goes on, the number of the Xenos opposing the dwindling assault force will be greater! In a desperate
race against time the Inquisitor team must find and destroy the
ærterias or die in the attempt!
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THE GAME
The game takes place during the defense of the Pirælus sector
against the terrible Xenos invasion of 795.M41. This incursion
followed the purge from the spreading gemestear-cult of the
hives of Gajoubert II.
The Ordos plays a key role in the coordination of the different
Imperial forces already in the sector. During the final battle
of the major Pressac system, the Inquisitor Piotri Regulus, an
Ordo Xenos radical, conducts in person the boarding parties
on the Goliatrix class hive-ship.

THE GAME RULES
Before you start, it’s a good idea to read through these rules at
least once so you get some idea of how the game works. They
aren’t complicated, and reading them won’t take very long. If
you’ve played Battle For Armageddon or Warmaster you will
find that the rules to Basic Space Crusade are very similar.
However, there are a number of important differences, so you
should still read the rules carefully.
ASSEMBLING THE BOARD & COUNTERS
In order to play Basic Space Crusade, the counters need to be
carefully cut out — make sure that you do a neat job, as it is
important to the game that the counters look exactly the same
when they are placed face down.
The game board shows a section of a Bio-Ship. It is divided
into a number of different sized organs to help regulate movement. Each counter is printed with a name and picture showing
the unit it represents, and two numbers at the bottom. These
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show the counter’s attack value and defence value, and the
higher they are, the better !
SETTING UP
Clear a space on a table and set up the board. One player
takes the Imperial counters and the other player takes the Xenos
counters.
The Xenos army is set up first. In order to ensure the Imperial
player does not obtain an unfair advantage , it is advised that he
either turns away or leaves the room. The counters that make
up the Xenos army at the start of the game are black on the
back with the white Xenos logo printed in the middle. Take
these counters and set them up on the map, one counter per
area. The counters are set up on the map face down so that the
Imperial player has no idea which counter is placed in which
area, and they are only turned face up when the Imperial player
moves a counter into the space to find out what is lurking there!
The remaining Xenos counters (which have a black back with
a red Xenos logo) should be placed in a mug or cup. These
counters are reinforcements and will be drawn at random from
the cup once the game is under way. After the Xenos player has
set up, the Imperial player must sort out his army. Take the
three Legion’s Kill Team counters and put them to one side for
the moment. Sort the remaining 12 counters into four stacks
of three counters each. It’s up to you which counters you put
in each stack, just so long as you end up with 4 stacks with 3
counters in each stack. These stacks are the main Imperial assault force and they will teleport onto the hive-ship at the start
of the first turn.
VICTOIRY
The Imperial player wins by generating enough hemorrhagic
wounds to kill the hive-ship. To achieve this, he should seek
and destroy at least 4 ærterias lying in the organism. The Xenos
player wins by exterminating all the Imperial boarding parties.
The game stops directly when one of the two conditions is
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achieved. If both conditions are achieved at the same moment,
the game ends on a tie.

THE SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Basic Space Crusade is played in a series of game turns, each
of which is divided into six phases. All activities may only take
place in the correct phase and each phase must be finished
before the next can be started. What you do in each phase is
described below and explained in the rules that follow.
1. IMPERIAL REINFORCEMENT PHASE:
The Imperial player takes any stacks of reinforcement counters
and teleports them onto the ship.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
Imperial playe turn one: During the first turn of the game, you
should board with the 4 stacks of tokens you previously set
up. The tokens board by stacks through the boarding torpedo:
throw only 1 dice by torpedo, and one by tokens. Place your
torpedoes on any external area of the hive-ship ; it can only have
one stack per area. Throw a D6 by torpedoes and follow the
dispersion: 1-2 = Move the torpedo clockwise to the next area;
3-4 = Hit! No dispersion; 5-6 = Move the torpedo counterclockwise to the next area. Do the dispersion dice one by one.
It can only have one torpedo per area. During the dispersion,
if 2 torpedoes board the bio-ship by the same area, the last
torpedo boarding will be delayed and should retry boarding
and dispersion during the next turn.

2. IMPERIAL MOVEMENT PHASE:
The Imperial player may move any counters he has on the ship.
3. IMPERIAL COMBAT PHASE:
Any combat caused by the Imperial player’s moves must now
be resolved.
4. XENOS REINFORCEMENT PHASE:
The Xenos player rolls a dice to see how many reinforcement
counters he may take this turn, draws that number from the
mug, and then teleports them onto the ship.
5. XENOS MOVEMENT PHASE:
The Xenos player may move any face up counters he has on
the ship.
6. XENOS COMBAT PHASE:
Any combat caused by the Xenos player’s moves must now be
resolved.
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Imperial Player Turn Two: On the second turn of the game you
must teleports the three Kill Team counters to the ship. Each
Legion’s Kill Team counter teleports separately — they do not
teleport as a stack.

TELEPORTATION/AWAKING TABLE

D66

Result

11

Disaster !
A horrific teleporter/awaking accident destroys
the counters being teleported.

12-13

Failure !
Teleportation/awaking is delayed. The counters
may attempt to teleport/awake again in the
next friendly reinforcement phase.

14-56

Success !
The counters teleport/awake to a random area.
Place the counters in the space with the same
number that you rolled on the dice.

61-66

Perfect !
You may choose which area on the bio-ship
that the counters teleport/awake to. The stack
can go anywhere you like on the bio-ship apart
from the Cloaca
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Xenos Player Every Turn: Roll a D6 at the start of each and
every Xenos reinforcement phase to see how many counters
you receive as reinforcements: 1-2 = one counter; 3-4 = two
counters; 5-6 = three counters. Select the appropriate number
of counters at random from the mug where they were placed
at the start of the game. Each Xenos counter wakes up to the
bio-ship separately — they do not awake as a stack.
MOVEMENT
In a movement phase you are allowed to move any or all of
your counters. You may move as many of your counters as
you wish: all, some or none. The number of areas a counter
may move depends on whether or not you control the Neural
Cortex. This represents the ability of the side that controls the
Neural Cortex to open or close sphincters in order to speed
up their own movement and hinder that of the enemy. At the
start of the game the Xenos player controls the Neural Cortex.
From then on the last player to have a face up counter on the
Neural Cortex controls it. We have provided a counter that
says “Imperial Control” on one side and ”Xenos Control” on
the other. Place this counter on the Neural Cortex to show
who controls it. If the Neural Cortex is destroyed, then neither
player can control it and both sides moves are limited to one
area per turn. If you control the Neural Cortex then each of
your counters may move up to three areas per turn. If you do
not control the Neural Cortex then they may only move one
area. A counter may be moved in any direction or combination
of directions, as long as it does not enter a Destroyed Area. If a
counter enters an area occupied by an enemy counter of any type
(including face down counters) then it must end its move in
that space and fight the enemy counter(s) in the ensuing combat

phase. Counters are moved one at a time, and you must finish
a counter’s move before you move another one. Once you have
started to move another counter, you may not change a previous move, no matter how much you want to. Counters which
teleported to the ship in the reinforcement phase are allowed
to move, even if the area that they teleport to contains enemy
counters. However, they must stop moving as soon as they enter
an area that contains one or more enemy units.
STACKING
The number of counters a player may have in an area is limited
to three counters. This is called the stacking limit as it is the
maximum number of counters you may stack one on top of the
other in an area. The stacking limit only applies at the end of
the movement phase,you may over-stach when teleporting to the
ship, or whilst moving. For example, you can move a counter
through an area which already has three counters in it, or you
can move a counter into an area with three counters and then
move one of those counters out. However, if you end up with
more than three counters in an area at the end of the movement phase you must eliminate one or more counters to bring
the stack within allowed limits. The stacking limit for an area
applies to each players’ counters separately, so it is possible for
both players to have up to three counters in the same area.
COMBAT PHASES
In the combat phase your counters must attack any enemy counters that are in the same area as you. All of the counters that
you have in an area must take part in the combat against all of
the enemy counters, It’s up to you in what order you make your
attacks, but you must finish one attack before you are allowed
to move on to the next one. Attacks are resolved by using the
Combat Results Table printed on the reference sheet. To resolve
each attack you must follow this simple five step procedure:
1. The attacker adds up his counters’ attack value.
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2. The defender adds up his counters’ defence value.
3. The two values are converted to a ratio by dividing the attacker’s total by the defender’s total, rounding any fractions
down. This ratio determines which column is looked up on the
Combat Results Table. For example, if the attacker’s combat
value was 10 and the defender’s combat value was 5, the odds
would by 10 divided 5 or 2-1. If the attacker had 9 points to
the defenders 5, the odds would be 9 divided by 5. This works
out at 1 and a bit to 1 and is therefore rounded down to a
simple 1-1 ratio.
4. The attacker rolls a D6 and the score is cross-referenced with
the odds ratio to determine the outcome of the battle.
5. Look up the result under the Combat Results Table and follow the instructions there.
DESTROYED UNITS
In many places in these rules, but most notably on the Combat
Results Table, you will be told that one or more counters have
been destroyed. Destroyed counters are removed from play and
take no further part in the game. When there is a choice, the
Imperial player decides which Imperial counters are eliminated
and the Xenos player decides which Xenos counters are eliminated.
RETREATS
Several results on the Combat Results Table call for one player’
s counters to retreat. Retreating counters are immediately moved
one area by the opposing player (ie: the Imperial player retreats
Xenos counters and the Xenos player retreats Imperial counters). Retreating counters may not enter a destroyed area, an
area where it would cause over-stacking, or an area that contains
one or more enemy counters (including enemy counters that
are face down). If the counters cannot retreat because all of the
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adjacent spaces are prohibited, then the counter is eliminated
instead.
Sometimes a counter that has already retreated will find itself in
an area that is attacked later in the same combat phase. If this
happens, then any counters that have already retreated count as
having a defence strength of zero and will be destroyed if forced
to retreat a second time.
FACE DOWN COUNTERS
Face down counters are revealed if there is an enemy counter
in the same area at the start of the combat phase. Reveal the
counter before any combats are resolved, and work out the effects of any Bio-Acid or Tentaculus counters as and when they
are revealed.
DICE RE-ROLLS
The Inquisitor Regulus, the Xenos Biologis, the Praetorians,
the Commando and the Macranoïd all entitle you to a re-roll
if they are involved in a battle. You may may use this ability
to re-roll the dice if you do not like the first result rolled, but
you must accept the second dice roll and may not choose to
go back to the first result if the second one is even worse! If
both you and your opponent are entitled to make a re-roll in the
same battle, then the re-rolls cancel out and the dice may not
be re-rolled by either of you. Exception: the Inquisitor Regulus
and the Macranoïd only lose their re-roll when battling each
other — they retain their re-rolls against any other opponent.
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REFERENCE GUIDE
SPECIAL BIO-SHIP LOCATIONS
Certain areas of the ship have special effect that apply to them.
Neural Cortex
As already described in the main rules, the player who controls
the Neural Cortex may move his counters up to three spaces,
while his opponent can only move his counters one space.
The Neural Cortex is initially controlled by the Xenos player.
Thereafter it is controlled by the last player to have a face up
counter in the space.
If the Neural Cortex is destroyed then neither player can control
it and both players’ counters may only move one space per turn.
Acida Sacum
Any Imperial counter may blow up an Acida Sacum instead of
making an attack. The counter must be in the Acida Sacum,
and there may by no Xenos counters in the same space. In addition there is a risk of accidental destruction if a combat is
fought in an Acida Sacum. Roll a D6 before resolving battle in
the area; on a roll of 1, a stray shot causes an explosion which
destroys the area as described below.
If an Acida Sacum is destroyed, any counters in the area are
destroyed in the explosion (including the counter that set it off)
and a Destroyed Area counter is placed in the space. A dice
roll must then be made for each area adjacent to the Acida
Sacum. On a roll of 1 or 2 the area is destroyed along with
any counters in it.
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Cloaca Tenebris
No counter may voluntarily enter the ship’s Cloaca Tenebris.
Any counters that teleport/awake there are destroyed in nanoseconds as they materialise inside the bio-ship’s digestive area.
Destroyed Areas
No counter may voluntarily enter a Destroyed Area. Any counters that teleport to a Destroyed Area are killed in an extremely
unpleasant manner when they materialise inside the mangled
wreckage of the bio-ship.

SPECIAL IMPERIAL COUNTERS
Inquisitor Regulus
Neither the the Inquisitor nor any counters
stacked with him are ever affected by Tentacu10
9
lus counters. Discard the counter as soon as it
is revealed if the Inquisitor is in the same area.
If the Inquisitor is involved in a battle as either an attacker or
defender, then the Imperial player may force a re-roll of the dice
on the Combat Results Table. He must accept the second dice
roll if he forces a re-roll. If an Macranoïd is involved in the
same battle then the Inquisitor loses his re-roll and must accept
the first result rolled on the Combat Results Table.
INQUISITOR
REGULUS

Inquisitorial Praetorians &
Inquisitorial Commando
If Praetorians or Commando is involved in a
8
7
battle as either an attacker or defender, then the
Imperial player may force a re-roll of the dice
on the Combat Results Table. He must accept the second dice
roll if he forces a re-roll.
INQUISITORIAL
PRÆTORIANS

XENOS
BIOLOGIS

7

6

Xenos Biologis
Neither Xenos Biologis nor any counters
stacked with him are ever affected by Bio-Acid
counters. Discard the counter as soon as it is
revealed if the Xenos Biologis is in the same

area.
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HAGUS

CULUS

SPECIAL XENOS COUNTERS
Ærteria
Ærterias tokens starts the game hidden in the
board. They are the objectives the Imperial
ÆRTERIA
player must seek and destroy. Their localisation
at the start of the game is a major decision for
the Xenos player. Once they are revealed they may stay viable
until the end of the game.
An Imperial token can blow up an Ærteria instead of an attack
if, and only if, It starts the turn in the same area and no Xenos
counters are in it. If a combat occurs in the same area, there is
a risk of an accident. Throw a D6 before resolving the fight: on
a 6, shoot and destroy the Ærteria and the area.
Tentaculus
Roll a dice when the counter is revealed: 1-3=
No effect; 4-6= One Imperial counter in the
SPECIAL
same area is destroyed. The Imperial player is
allowed to choose which counter is eliminated
if there is more than one Imperial counter in the area. Discard
the Tentaculus counter after resolving its effects.

Curaphagus
Curaphagus are treated in the same way as a
normal combat unit with a defence value of
0
3
three. They remain in play after they have been
revealed, but are never allowed to move and are
eliminated if forced to retreat.
CURAPHAGUS

Minoris is involved in, including succeeding rounds of combat
in the saine turn if you roll a Bloody Conflict result on the
Combat Results Table.

Macranoïd
If the Macranoïd is involved in a battle as
either an attacker or defender, then the Xenos
8
7
player may force a re-roll of the dice if he does
not like the first result rolled on the Combat
a
TARGET
Results
Table. He must accept the second dice roll if he forces
a re-roll. If the Inquisitor Regulus is involved in the same battle
then the Macranoïd loses his re-roll and must accept the first
result rolled on the Combat Results Table.
MACRANOÏD

TENTACULUS

Bio-Acid
Roll a D6 for each Imperial counter in the
same area as the counter. On a roll of 5 or 6
SPECIAL
the counter is driven stark staring mad by the
Bio-Acid encountered on the ship and must be
removed from play (Imperial Guard are driven made on a roll
of 3, 4, 5 or 6). Discard the Bio-Acid counter after resolving
its effects.
BIO-ACID
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Macrobus Majoris
The combat values of Macrobus Majoris are
not fixed, but are related to the secretions and
?+4
?+4
reactions of the bio-ship. When they are involved in a battle, either as attacker or defender,
roll a dice and add four to the score. The result is the counter’s
combat value for that battle. You must roll separately for each
battle that a Macrobus Majoris is involved in, including succeeding rounds of combat if you roll a Bloody Conflict result
on the Combat Results Table.
MACROBUS
MAJORIS

Macrobus Minoris
The combat values of Macrobus Minoris are
not fixed, but are related to the secretions and
?
?
reactions of the bio-ship. When they are involved in a battle, either as attacker or defender,
roll a dice. The result is the counter’s combat value for that
battle. You must roll separately for each battle that a Macrobus
MACROBUS
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SEQUENCE OF PLAY
1. IMPERIAL REINFORCEMENT PHASE
2. IMPERIAL MOVEMENT PHASE
3. IMPERIAL COMBAT PHASE
4. XENOS REINFORCEMENT PHASE
5. XENOS MOVEMENT PHASE
6. XENOS COMBAT PHASE

COMBAT RESULT TABLE

D6

1/3 or less

1/2

1/1

2/1

3/1 or more

1

AA

AA

AR

AR

BC

2

AA

AR

AR

BC

BC

3

AR

AR

BC

BC

DR

TELEPORTATION/AWAKING TABLE

4

AR

BC

BC

DR

DR

D66

5

BC

BC

DR

DR

DA

6

BC

DR

DR

DA

DA

11

12-13

14-56

61-66

Result
Disaster !
A horrific teleporter/awaking accident destroys
the counters being teleported.
Failure !
Teleportation/awaking is delayed. The counters
may attempt to teleport/awake again in the
next friendly reinforcement phase.

AA
AR
BC

Success !
The counters teleport/awake to a random area.
Place the counters in the space with the same
number that you rolled on the dice.
Perfect !
You may choose which area on the bio-ship
that the counters teleport/awake to. The stack
can go anywhere you like on the bio-ship apart
from the Cloaca
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Attacker Annihilated

All attacking combat units are destroyed.

Attacker Routed

One attacking combat unit is destroyed. Any surviving attacking counters must retreat.

Bloody Conflict

One attacking and one defending combat unit are destroyed.
You must fight another round of combat between any surviving counters.
You do have to roll again to see if the Acida Sacum suffers accidental damage.
Leader re-rolls may be used again in second or subsequent rounds.

DR
DA

Defender Routed

One defending combat unit is destroyed. Any surviving defending counters must retreat

Defender Annihilated

All defending combat units are destroyed.
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fig. F-89 - xenos bio-ship class Nidhogg
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9
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8

7
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7

8

XENOS
BIOLOGIS

7

LEGION
KILL TEAM

6

6

5

INQUISITORAL
TROOPERS

INQUISITORAL
TROOPERS

5

3

3
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4

4

5

LEGION
KILL TEAM

6

4

3

3

ÆRTERIA

ÆRTERIA

MACROBUS
MAJORIS

?+4

?+4

0

ÆRTERIA

0

8

3

3

3

3

a

2

3

CURAPHAGUS

0

6

5

LOPHOKAEDA

8

3

CURAPHAGUS

0

7

LOPHOKAEDA

3

CURAPHAGUS

0

3

CURAPHAGUS

0

3

7
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5

DESTROYED
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DESTROYED
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3
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6
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3

4

4

3

5

7

6

MACROBUS

MACROBUS

MACROBUS

?+4

?

?

?

?

?

?+4

?

?

?

?

?

TENTACULUS

TENTACULUS

TENTACULUS

BIO-ACID

BIO-ACID

BIO-ACID

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

TENTACULUS

TENTACULUS

TENTACULUS

BIO-ACID

BIO-ACID

BIO-ACID

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

DESTROYED
AREA

DESTROYED
AREA

ZONE
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STERODACT
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5
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5

8
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6
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5
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3
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3

3
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ZONE
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ZONE
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